Inhibition of Flp recombinase by the topoisomerase I-targeting drugs, camptothecin and NSC-314622.
Recombinases of the lambda-Int family and type IB topoisomerases act by introducing transient single strand breaks in DNA using chemically identical reaction schemes. Recent structural data have supported the relationship between the two enzyme groups by revealing considerable similarities in the architecture of their catalytic pockets. In this study we show that the Int-type recombinase Flp is inhibited by the two structurally unrelated topoisomerase I-directed anti-cancer drugs, camptothecin (CPT) and NSC-314622. The interaction of these drugs with topoisomerase I is very specific with several single amino acid substitutions conferring drug resistance to the enzyme. Thus, the observed interaction of CPT and NSC-314622 with Flp, which is comparable to their interaction with the cleavage complex formed by topoisomerase I, strongly supports a close mechanistic and evolutionary relationship between the two enzymes. The results suggest that Flp and other Int family recombinases may provide model systems for dissecting the molecular mechanisms of topoisomerase I-directed anti-cancer therapeutic agents.